
A MORE ACCURATE PICTURE IS EMERGING 
 
Hardcore theorizing has considerable voltage and a bristling loaded warmth 
projected through visual speculation and sensation. It anonymously collects every 
mad, tragic or ridiculous reflection it has ever witnessed in a windowless side room. 
 
The dramatic tension brought about by ends and means offers knowledge dislocated 
from logical alignment or transformation, amounts to nothing more than the 
eventual realisation that no-one can escape the presence of matter. 
 
This is the most extreme form of brilliance, a massive complexity understood 
through simple means, without reference to anything else. However, I did not think 
that there would always be an unknown listener exploring meaning and joining in 
the play. 
 
Presented with cutting-edge luxury we remain at rest, content amid ordered 
disruption, eliminating alliteration with no trace of imposition or memory of what 
we talked about en route. Any explanation shifts the focus away from something 
else. 
 
Equilibrium is broken by uneven handling and formal disclosure, with little room for 
digression or the vagaries of life, yet some have thought well of the language of the 
unlearned, which is to be understood not as approximate but as exact. 
 
Invisible friction becomes a broken surface beyond the circumference of colour, 
detonating a visual explosion with allegiance to optical disturbance. Accidents can 
not make sense of even the most trivial matter, semantic, overheard, experienced or 
witnessed. 
 
Shapes are continually made to converge on the reaction between plastic and 
passive situations, though the composition can shift. Note the crack of billiard balls 
hitting one another, process the language of wind and lost detail. 
 
Until the end of September divisions are not rigid, often bend toward the edges of 
resolution and resurrection. We will write the same things we have always written 
on the dusty mirror: our lives are made out of such pointless repetition. 
 
If the circle spirals down then the course is set, with a good deal of ambiguity as well 
as pure reason and elaborate dialogue. There is just enough space to fill every room 
of the house and create a simple phenomenology of being. 
 
Compressed forms are either emotionally sharper or more sonorous, are sequences 
of events which flicker or loom and pay allegiance to compulsion. A lack of 
eloquence does not mean simply waiting patiently for a drop in the price of beauty. 
 



It is best to leave the last word out, since it is only possible to understand one thing 
at a time, or inhabit it in some unexpected way. The technique is not always as 
systematic or as closely worked as this example but is usually not that far away. 
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